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During the Falklands Crisis Britain made a huge diplomatic effort to win and 

retain the support of its European Community partners.  Largely as a result, the 

EC implemented a strong series of sanctions against Argentina.  The UK also 

struck up especially close cooperation with both France and Germany.  As the 

crisis developed however, and as force began to be used, maintaining this EC 

backing became significantly harder.  Ireland and Italy were particularly affected 

by the growing bloodshed.  The EC sanctions regime therefore had to flex – 

exempting both Italy and Ireland from the most stringent measures – but rather 

contrary to the fears of many did not break.  Instead the EC’s embargo on 

Argentina was still functioning when the conflict came to an end.  The crisis 

should therefore be seen as a reminder that well before the 1990s and the creation 

of the Common Foreign and Security Policy, foreign policy coordination 

amongst EC member states could be genuinely effective.  Despite this success, 

however, the support received by Britain did not translate into any increase in 

British public or elite enthusiasm for European integration, despite initial hopes 

that it might.  The article therefore concludes by exploring why there was no 

European Falklands factor. 
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The significance of the Falklands Crisis for the history of Britain in the 1980s, and more 

especially for the fortunes of the first Thatcher government is self-evident.ii  Likewise 

the episode is a major milestone for Argentina, bringing to an end a prolonged and 

traumatic period of military dictatorship.iii  The war in the South Atlantic has also been 

studied as a case study of Anglo-American relations, and there are at least two 

published accounts of how the episode played out in the United Nations in New York.iv  

But the justification for examining this as an episode in European integration history 



and of that important sub-plot of the wider integration story namely Britain’s troubled 

interaction with European Community (EC) and European Union (EU) may be rather 

less obvious.  Certainly it is not something that figures prominently in most existing 

analyses of either the development of the EC or of Britain’s relationship with Brussels.v 

 At the time, however, a huge diplomatic effort was made by the United 

Kingdom to win and retain the support of their European partners in the conflict with 

Argentina.  Largely as a result, the crisis saw the remarkably swift imposition of a 

European economic embargo on Argentina – a show of diplomatic unity and resolve 

that surprised Europeans, Argentines and outside observers alike.  Of particular 

significance was the intense bilateral interaction between the UK and its two largest 

European partners, France and West Germany, who also happened to be amongst the 

major military suppliers to the Argentinian government.  Exchanges between London, 

Paris and Bonn about the situation in the South Atlantic highlighted both the potential 

benefits and the frustrations of trying to conduct a diplomatic and then military 

operation while keeping close partners sufficiently informed.  Maintaining Community 

solidarity also became significantly harder as it became clearer that diplomacy alone 

would not suffice to reverse the Argentinian invasion and that fighting would be 

necessary.  The more pessimistic assessments predicting the complete collapse of EC 

unity over the issue would prove ill-founded, however, and both economic sanctions 

and a degree of political and diplomatic backing to Britain was successfully maintained 

until the end of the conflict.  A close examination of the crisis would therefore suggest 

that foreign policy coordination within the 1980s European Community was rather more 

effective than has often been assumed in the literature.  Despite the resilience of EC 

solidarity in the dispute, however, the episode failed to deliver the widely anticipated 

positive transformation of British attitudes towards the European Community.  There 



was no ‘Falklands Factor’ in terms of UK popular or political attitudes towards the 

EC.vi  In addition to analysing the European dimensions of the Falklands War that did 

exist, therefore, this piece will also seek to answer why the hoped for fillip to British 

Europeanism ultimately failed to materialise. 

‘The EC came through for us’ 

The initial response of the EC to the Argentinian invasion of the Falkland islands on the 

morning of 2 April 1982 was a rapid and surprisingly forceful demonstration of what 

European coordination on foreign policy issues could achieve.  The first step was a 

strongly worded condemnation of the invasion by the foreign ministers of the Ten 

issued that same evening.vii  This had been drafted in Whitehall, relayed to Brussels 

where it was discussed by the seven political directors – i.e. the national diplomats 

responsible for coordinating foreign policy positions amongst the ten member states - 

who happened to be there already on other business, significantly amended at the 

request of the Irish in particular, and then distributed to European capitals by the 

Belgian presidency with the instruction that it would be published immediately unless 

they heard back to the contrary.viii  Despite the fact that Brussels like most other 

European capitals was rapidly emptying in the run-up to Easter, there was hence no 

repeat of the embarrassing delay before a collective European prise de position which 

had occurred when a previous crisis – the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in late 

December 1979 – had coincided with a major European holiday season.ix   Little 

wonder that one Community official told the press, with a touch of hyperbole, ‘We have 

done in a day what it normally takes a year to do.’x  

 Strong words were rapidly followed up with strong action.  The EC’s track 

record on economic sanctions had not been a distinguished one prior to 1982.  Member 



states had disagreed with each other badly on the imposition of sanctions on apartheid 

South Africa during the 1970s; in 1982 the steps taken against the Soviet Union in 

retaliation for the imposition of Martial Law in Poland fell far short of what the US had 

hoped for from its main European allies.xi  Nor were the British particularly confident 

that their European partners would be prepared to put at risk their very substantial trade 

relations with Argentina.   A note from Lord Carrington to the Prime Minister, written 

the day that he resigned as Foreign Secretary, stressed how much more effective 

economic pressure would be were it not just exercised by Britain alone, but predicted 

that the other Community member states ‘are unlikely to be willing to go [as] far’ as a 

total embargo of imports.  He therefore recommended requesting that they impose an 

arms embargo, some limited import bans, and restrict export credit facilities.xii  In the 

event, however, the British quickly discovered that their EC partners were willing to 

contemplate a total import ban.  There was, it is true, some wrangling over whether the 

steps taken should be national measures, coordinated by the EC using article 224 of the 

Treaty of Rome, or Community measures enacted via article 113.xiii  States like 

Denmark, but also initially the French and the British believed that the former 

mechanism would be more appropriate, given the political nature of the crisis.xiv  

Foreign policy coordination was an intergovernmental affair, not something that was the 

responsibility of the EC per se.xv  But others, notably the Benelux states, were attracted 

by the more Communautaire and uniform nature of article 113 sanctions, and felt that 

an economic measure like the imposition of sanctions was a Community matter.  And 

for a country like Italy, where, for reasons that will be discussed further below, 

sanctions would be especially painful and controversial, there was a strong feeling that 

so drastic a measure could only be contemplated if carried out multilaterally rather than 

through national provisions.xvi  It would take a clever compromise suggestion by the 



European Commission, justifying the sanctions under article 224 but implementing 

them using article 113, to finesse this divide.xvii  Thanks to the Commission’s 

intervention and overnight Italian decision to go along with the consensus that had 

emerged the previous day,  the member state permanent representatives recalled to 

Brussels in the midst of the holiday season, were able on Saturday 10 April to agree to 

the most forceful set of sanctions that the EC had ever devised, including a ban on new 

imports, an arms embargo and restrictions on the granting of export credit insurance.xviii  

Agreeing on the duration of these measures took a little bit longer, but by 14 April the 

British had been able to persuade their partners that the sanctions should last for a 

month rather than the 15 days initially proposed by the Commission.xix  Implementation 

would begin on 16 April, a fortnight after the invasion. 

 Getting to this outcome so rapidly had taken a forceful deployment of British 

political persuasion, aided and abetted by a helpful Belgian presidency.  Sir Julian 

Bullard, the British political director had been in frequent touch with his counterparts 

across Europe, and had outlined what support Britain hoped for in meetings in Brussels 

on both 2 April and 9 April.xx  The UK permanent representation in Brussels (UKREP), 

the de facto British embassy to the EEC, had been similarly hyperactive: William 

Nicoll, the deputy permanent representative, set out the British position in the crucial 

meetings of the permanent representatives committee (COREPER).xxi  Christopher 

Tugendhat and Ivor Richard, the two British Commissioners had been mobilised, and 

direct contact had been made with Etienne Davignon and François-Xavier Ortoli, two of 

the most powerful Commissioners, as well as with the institution’s president, Gaston 

Thorn.xxii  British members of the European Parliament also became involved lobbying 

for action in support of the UK, especially Lord Plumb, the leader of the Conservatives 

in Strasbourg.xxiii   And the Prime Minister made an appeal to each of the leaders of the 



European Community countries – as well as to the Australians, Canadians, New 

Zealanders, Japanese and Americans.xxiv  Throughout the process, the Belgian 

government, which held the rotating presidency of the EC Council of Ministers, and as 

such was responsible for convening and chairing meetings, and setting their agenda, 

proved highly amenable to British requests, appealed to Community solidarity, and was 

effective in preventing any significant delays.xxv  And all of the Ten showed a 

willingness to engage directly with the British appeal for help, however awkwardly 

timed.  Helmut Schmidt, the German Chancellor for instance, abandoned his own Easter 

break to return to Bonn to chair a cabinet meeting on 7 April that forcefully proclaimed 

the Federal Republic’s condemnation of the Argentine invasion and its support for ‘a 

close ally… and fellow member of the Community’.xxvi  It was, as Thatcher herself 

acknowledged in a message of thanks sent to her European counterparts after the 

sanctions had been approved, ‘an impressive example of Community cooperation at its 

best’.xxvii 

  EC backing was likely to have significant effects, furthermore.  In the short 

term it provided a highly welcome boost to British morale.  Thatcher’s 12 April 

outburst, at the start of the crucial  first meeting with Alexander Haig, the US Secretary 

of State, who had taken it upon himself to lead the mediation effort to resolve the crisis, 

was revealing: ‘The EC came through for us. The meeting “turned up trumps”.  We are 

pleased.’xxviii  The contrast with the studiously neutral public stance initially adopted by 

the Reagan administration was particularly striking.xxix  Prompt EC support for the UK 

also facilitated the parallel British effort to secure international backing at the United 

Nations.  The Irish Permanent Representative to the UN, for example, recalls how much 

easier it became to speak and vote in favour of the crucial Security Council Resolution 

(SCR) 502, calling for an immediate Argentinian withdrawal, in the light of the strong 



EC statement of 2 April.xxx  By contrast Spain, which was not yet a member state, and 

as such was not bound by the EC position, abstained over SCR 502.xxxi  France, 

meanwhile, used its considerable influence in sub-Saharan Africa to help win over Zaire 

and Togo, both of whom, like Ireland, were temporary members of the Security Council 

in 1982, and whose votes were therefore crucial to UK efforts in New York.xxxii  The 

Americans were also impressed: George Vest, the US ambassador to the EC, told a 

senior British diplomat that he was ‘very struck by the complete solidarity of our 

European partners in the Ten.’xxxiii  And the forcefulness of the EC response had the 

potential to heighten Argentina’s sense of isolation.  In a conversation with the German 

ambassador to Buenos Aires on April 3, passed on in confidence to British diplomats, 

the Argentinian leader, General Leopoldo Galtieri, expressed scepticism about the likely 

success of US mediation efforts and added that he felt that there was more sympathy in 

Europe than in Washington for the Argentine position.xxxiv  The EC decision a few days 

later to press ahead with forceful economic sanctions must hence have come as 

something of a shock to the Argentinian Junta.  The volume and value of trade links 

between Western Europe and Argentina meant, moreover, that EC economic sanctions 

had the medium term potential to do real harm to the already fragile Argentinian 

economy.  In the late 1970s and early 1980s between a quarter and a third of 

Argentina’s exports were sold to the EC, mainly to Italy, Germany and the 

Netherlands.xxxv  Britain’s other allies to adopt economic sanctions against Argentina, 

notably Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Hong Kong, accounted, by contrast, for 

less than 1% of Argentinian exports.xxxvi  Depriving Argentina of access to European 

markets was an economic step of real significance in other words.  And the EC arms 

embargo was also likely to hurt, given that Germany, France and Italy were the 

country’s principal suppliers.xxxvii  CIA analysts were almost certainly correct in their 



assessment that the Argentinian economy was strong enough to resist the immediate 

impact of the EC measures.xxxviii  But the sanctions imposed were fierce enough to have 

genuine medium term repercussions, and, perhaps more importantly, an instant 

psychological effect.  British satisfaction at their success in Brussels was 

comprehensible.  As Thatcher put it to the House of Commons on 14 April: 

[The imposition of sanctions] is a very important step, unprecedented in its scope and 

the rapidity of the decision. Last year about a quarter of all Argentina's exports went to 

the European Community. The effect on Argentina's economy of this measure will 

therefore be considerable and cannot be without influence on her leaders in the present 

crisis. I should like warmly to thank our European partners for rallying to our support. It 

was an effective demonstration of Community solidarity.xxxix 

Some partners are more equal than others: the French and German role 

British diplomacy was particularly focused during the Falklands crisis on the two 

biggest EC member states, France and Germany.  To some extent of course this was no 

more than business as usual.  UK governments have always tended to prioritise relations 

with the other big countries in Europe, and have been prone to be unduly dismissive of 

the role of their smaller partners.xl  A similar concentration on Paris and Bonn was to 

occur, for instance, a couple of years later, in the climatic moments of the row over the 

British contribution to the Community budget.xli  But in the case of the Falklands War, 

the extra levels of UK attention lavished on France and Germany derived some degree 

of justification from the two countries’ roles as the main arms suppliers to the 

Argentinian regime.  Close dialogue with both Paris and Bonn thus became imperative, 

both to find out more about Argentina’s existing military capabilities, and to ensure that 

no further weapons reached the country, conceivably via third parties, either during or 

immediately after the conflict. 



 Talking to the French was made easier by the fact that France was the 

only other EC member with a comparable range of far-flung and potentially vulnerable 

territories left over from its imperial heyday, as well as the only other EC member to 

have recently used military force outside of Europe.xlii  This made it much easier for 

French opinion at both elite and popular level to relate to Britain’s predicament, and 

much readier to accept that force might well have to be used in order to regain 

possession of the Falklands.   Such sympathy and understanding began at the very 

top.xliii  François Mitterrand was one of the first international leaders to call the Prime 

Minister to express his strong support, and his willingness to do all that he could to 

help.xliv  Thatcher sounded genuinely moved, declaring towards the end of their 

conversation that ‘we all have need of friends at difficult times, and that’s when we 

particularly appreciate them.’xlv  She also sent the French President a conspicuously 

warm message of thanks the following day.xlvi  And this personal rapport on the issue 

persisted throughout the crisis, all the more noticeable for the way in which solidarity 

over the South Atlantic co-existed with strong Anglo-French disagreement over 

questions such as Britain’s budgetary contribution to the EC.xlvii 

 France was also able to supply the British with very practical assistance.  

Help in securing support from some sub-Saharan African countries in the UN was noted 

earlier.  Similarly both Mitterrand and the French Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson 

lobbied for greater international backing for Britain: in late April Thatcher again wrote 

to the French President to thank him for his and Cheysson’s efforts to persuade the 

Japanese to be more vigorous in their support.xlviii  Equally valuable was advice for the 

British armed forces about the French-supplied weapons systems that the British might 

find themselves up against.  In early April, the British defence attaché in Paris was 

invited by Charles Hernu, the French Minister of Defence, to pose whatever questions 



he liked to civil servants about military materiel sold to Argentina.xlix  The answers 

received included details about the exact number of Exocet missiles sold.l  British 

Harrier pilots were provided with special training for combat against the Mirage fighters 

that they were likely to encounter.li  And the French were also prepared to delay the 

delivery of new weapons, notably Exocets and the Super Étendard aircraft they were 

launched from, to Peru, in response to UK fears that the Peruvians would pass them on 

to Argentina.lii  The epithet ‘our greatest ally’ applied by Defence Secretary John Nott 

to Mitterrand and the French was hence well deserved, despite the somewhat murky 

role played by Dassault, the makers of the Exocet missiles, who would appear to have 

supplied technical assistance to the Argentinians during the conflict itself.liii 

 Germany’s position was somewhat more ambivalent throughout.  In part 

this reflected the rather scratchy relationship between Thatcher and Schmidt.  The two 

leaders could and did agree at times, including over the Falklands, but their rapport had 

been badly damaged by the long-running dispute over Britain’s contribution to the EC 

budget and by the Chancellor’s growing disillusionment with the realities of British 

involvement in the integration process.liv  Also problematic was the way in which, for 

entirely understandable reasons, both the German political class and the wider 

population were acutely uncomfortable with military action.lv  Such distaste for 

bloodshed was only accentuated in a situation in which the potential confrontation 

centred on the fate of, as one columnist in Die Zeit put it, ‘a couple of thousand 

shepherds’.lvi  The Bonn government, with its strongly Cold War tinted world-view and 

its close ties with Washington, was also more receptive than many other European 

countries to US anxieties about conflict with Argentina opening the door to greater 

Soviet penetration of Latin America.lvii  Even more fundamentally, the Federal Republic 

in 1982 remained a highly cautious international player, reluctant to throw its weight 



around, anxious of offending potential partners and clients, and hesitant about standing 

out from the crowd in terms of its foreign policy positions.  The eagerness of German 

diplomats, in their early exchanges with British counterparts about the Falklands and 

about possible international and Community responses, to establish what their 

counterparts elsewhere had said and what line other countries were likely to take, was 

most revealing in this regard.lviii 

 Despite this, however, German support, especially early on, was actually 

surprisingly robust.  Hans-Dietrich Genscher, the Foreign Minister, was particularly 

outspoken on the need to back the British.  This became clear from Genscher and 

President Carsten’s state visit to Brazil in the first week of April, where the German 

representatives used their entirely coincidental presence in Latin America strongly to 

condemn the illegal Argentinian invasion – a gesture that prompted the British 

ambassador who was a guest at the state banquet in Brasilia to comment ‘the Germans 

have done us proud here’.lix  It was confirmed in a long conversation between Genscher 

and the British Ambassador in Bonn, Sir Jock Taylor, in mid-April, in the course of 

which the foreign minister underlined how strongly he felt that his country should stand 

behind a close ally and Community partner, irrespective of the substantial damage that 

economic sanctions might do to the FRG’s export-orientated economy.lx  And 

Genscher’s backing was at its most valuable in early May when the mood at an informal 

meeting of European foreign ministers which had started in hazardous fashion for the 

British with the Irish foreign minister, Gerald Collins, explaining how his country no 

longer felt able to support sanctions following the sinking of the General Belgrano, was 

turned around by a forceful statement from the German foreign minister that ‘an ally is 

an ally, a friend is a friend’.lxi   



 Like the French, moreover, the Germans proved willing to cooperate 

with the UK government to delay the delivery of armaments that might be used against 

British forces.  In the German case, London’s anxieties centred on the likely delivery 

schedule of four frigates that were being built in Hamburg by Blohm und Voss for the 

Argentinian navy.lxii  This was not something that was likely to happen in the spring or 

early summer, as the boats in question had yet to undergo their sea-trials, but the British 

government would go on pressing the Germans to postpone the delivery until late 1982.  

Despite mounting anxieties that the lucrative contract would fall through altogether 

were the sale postponed for too long, potentially leaving the Federal authorities liable 

for the firm’s substantial losses, the German government largely went along with 

Britain’s requests.lxiii 

 In return for such cooperation, the British made an effort to provide their 

two most important European allies with rather more information about how their 

diplomatic and military strategy was evolving than was made available to other 

European countries.  The special French role seems to have been acknowledged from 

the outset, Bullard agreeing with the Emmanuel de Margerie, the French ambassador in 

London, at the end of the first briefing of EC ambassadors on the crisis that ‘a direct 

channel of communication on this subject’ should be set up with the French embassy.lxiv  

Taylor had to lobby rather harder for similar privileges to be accorded to the Germans 

too.  Several of his early reports underlined how vital it would be to make the Federal 

Republic feel as if it was being consulted with and informed as much as was possible, 

but his initial suggestion that special briefings be organised for the German ambassador 

in London was rebuffed by the FCO.lxv  The importance of keeping Bonn onside was 

gradually acknowledged, however.  By late April, the Ministry of Defence had been 

asked to organise regular briefings for the German Defence Attaché – a move 



subsequently extended to other Community member states also – and the German 

ambassador was being encouraged to visit Bullard often so as to be kept up to date.lxvi  

Even more strikingly, in early June, the State Secretary at the German Foreign Ministry, 

Berndt von Staden, and his French counterpart, Francis Gutmann, travelled to London 

for a lengthy discussion of the Falklands crisis with the Permanent Undersecretary of 

the FCO Sir Antony Acland and his predecessor Sir Michael Palliser and Sir Antony 

Acland, a privilege that all of those involved were keen to keep secret for fear of 

provoking resentment amongst those European countries not invited.lxvii  And a similar 

pattern of unusually close consultation was evident at senior political level too.  Francis 

Pym, Carrington’s replacement as Foreign Secretary, thus went  out of his way to 

schedule an additional bilateral meeting with Genscher in early May, as well as a four-

way exchange with Genscher, Cheysson and Emilio Colombo, the Italian foreign 

minister, on the margins of the NATO ministerial gathering in Luxembourg.lxviii   

Thatcher meanwhile had two telephone conversations with Schmidt and one with 

Mitterrand during the Falklands crisis, met the French President in person on 17 May, 

and organised a bilateral with the German Chancellor while both leaders were in 

Versailles for the G7 summit.lxix  Needless to say such exchanges were not exclusively 

about the Falklands, and also dealt with internal Community matters and much else 

besides.  But they did serve to emphasise the degree to which the British government 

was prepared to single out the French and Germans for much more extensive 

consultation, thereby highlighting how crucial their support was deemed to be. 

 

A fragile consensus 

As the crisis wore on, and as it became increasingly clear that the dispute would be 

resolved through force rather than diplomatic pressure, EC support for the British did 



become rather more fragile.  Three member states in particular had growing difficulties 

with the idea of prolonging the month-long economic sanctions against Argentina.  Of 

these, the least problematic from a British perspective, was Denmark, whose objections 

centred not on the principle of supporting the UK’s effort and maintaining pressure on 

Argentina, but much more narrowly on the specific legal mechanism chosen to do so.lxx  

The Danes had never been happy with the use of article 113 of the Treaty of Rome to 

impose Community sanctions on Argentina, and had gone along reluctantly with the 

hybrid article 113/224 solution proposed by the Commission in April.  By early May, as 

discussions began about renewing the sanctions, they were thus determined not to allow 

a second use of article 113.  This attitude, grounded in a profound dislike of the 

Community involving itself in political matters that the Danes believed were best 

handled intergovernmentally, proved a bureaucratic headache for London, the European 

Commission and the Belgian presidency. lxxi  It also raised awkward questions of timing, 

since passing national laws to prolong the sanctions would be hard to coordinate with 

the expiry of Community measures.  But it did little seriously to undermine the united 

European front vis-à-vis Argentina.  Denmark after all had no intention of resuming 

trade with Argentina or denouncing the Community solidarity being shown to the UK.  

It simply had a deep-seated but technical objection to the manner in which the policy 

had originally been carried out.  Italian and Irish concerns by contrast were much more 

fundamental. 

 In the Italian case, the root difficulty lay in the fact that as much as half 

of the Argentinian population was of Italian heritage, often quite recent.  As the Prime 

Minister Giovanni Spadolini commented to Schmidt, when the two leaders met in 

Hamburg on May 10, this included Galtieri himself.lxxii  Italian public opinion was 

hence inevitably highly sensitive, especially from early May onwards once blood began 



to be shed.lxxiii  Close kinship ties had also encouraged extremely close economic bonds 

between Italy and Argentina.  In addition to being a major importer of Argentinian 

produce and one of the main exporters to the country, Italy was also the largest 

European investor in Argentina with several leading Italian firms operating significant 

Argentinian subsidiaries.lxxiv  In consequence, economic sanctions were especially 

difficult for Italy to bear – and even more so once Argentina began to threaten to debar 

European firms from public tenders because of the sanctions regime.lxxv  The deep 

rooted cultural and economic links, also gave Argentina a direct entrée into Italian 

domestic politics.lxxvi  A number of Argentinian delegations visited Italy during the 

crisis months, lobbying for Rome to take a more balanced position between Britain and 

Argentina and playing upon the closeness of pre-existing ties between, for instance, 

Italian Christian Democrats and their counterparts in Buenos Aires.lxxvii  Even more 

basically, multiple thousand dual-nationals, living in Argentina, might soon be entitled 

to vote in Italian elections.lxxviii  All this helps explain why the ambitious, but 

unscrupulous leader of the Italian socialist party, the PSI, Bettino Craxi decided to use 

the issue to put immense pressure on the four other parties in the governing coalition to 

withdraw Italian support for the renewal of sanctions, and why ultimately neither 

Colombo from the Christian Democrats nor Spadolini from the much smaller 

Republican party were able to resist.lxxix  Round one of sanctions had already been 

difficult for the Italians to accept, but had been possible to sign up for, partly because 

hopes were still high in early April that the dispute might be resolved without shots 

being fired, and partly because those opposed to sanctions had not yet had much time to 

organise.  By May, when the question of renewal needed to be faced, neither of these 

mitigating factors still applied. 



 Ireland too had profound misgivings about the use of force.lxxx  As with 

the Italians, warning signs were there from the outset, despite the country’s willingness 

to vote for SCR502 and accept the first round of Community sanctions.lxxxi  The 

Taoiseach, Charles Haughey, had tried somewhat unconvincingly in the weeks that 

followed to suggest that the UN vote had not been fully in line with his preferences.lxxxii  

This suggested an early disinclination to be seen to be too supportive of Britain.lxxxiii  

But the real turning point in the Irish position would occur in early May, following the 

sinking of the General Belgrano.lxxxiv  Straightaway this tilted the probable development 

of events in the South Atlantic away from a diplomatic outcome, with which Ireland 

would have been comfortable, and towards a military one, which was much  less 

palatableharder to square with Ireland’s commitment to neutrality.  But the 

controversial manner in which the Argentine cruiser had been sunk, also stirred up 

comprehensible Irish sensitivities about British heavy-handedness.lxxxv  The whole Irish 

party-political system after all was still one which bore the evident imprint of the 

divisions and controversies caused by Ireland’s struggle for independence from Britain 

and the subsequent civil war.  In the early 1980s moreover such historical sensibilities 

had been strongly revived by the ongoing Troubles in Northern Ireland.  And in April-

May 1982, Irish anxieties about the tactlessness and insensitivity of its larger neighbour 

were further accentuated by the Royal Navy’s mishandling of an incident where a 

British submarine sank an Irish trawler, the Sharelga, 30 miles off Dublin Bay, but 

failed to surface or acknowledge the damage caused.lxxxvi  In such circumstances, it was 

not surprising that Haughey and Fianna Fáil were tempted to distance themselves from 

an overtly pro-British stance on the Falklands.lxxxvii  This was all the more so with a 

knife-edge by-election due in Dublin West.lxxxviii  A new Irish government statement on 

4 May made it clear that Ireland would not be favourable to a renewal of EC sanctions 



and announced the country’s intention to call for a new UN resolution on the South 

Atlantic which would insist on an immediate ceasefire.lxxxix 

 The Italian and Irish positions, plus hints that other member states might 

also be reconsidering their support as the fighting intensified, caused significant concern 

in London.  Pym, for instance, reported his fears about the possible non-renewal of 

sanctions to Cabinet colleagues on 6 May.xc  To avoid this happening, UK ministers and 

diplomats stepped up their multilateral and bilateral lobbying within the Community.  

On 5 May, Pym sent all of his counterparts amongst the Ten a skilfully worded 

message, outlining the state of play diplomatically, explaining the circumstances in 

which the Belgrano had been sunk, and emphasising the importance of renewing the 

sanctions so as to maintain pressure on Argentina.xci  A slightly different text was sent 

to Dublin, lamenting the 4 May statement but asking that Ireland allow the rest of the 

EC to press ahead with the renewal of sanctions even if the Irish themselves felt unable 

to follow suit.  A precedent existed, it was pointed out, for a sanctions decision being 

taken even without total internal support, since Greece had refused to associate itself 

with the steps taken over Poland in 1981, but had allowed the others to impose 

sanctions nonetheless.xcii  The Foreign Secretary was then able to reiterate this message 

to his colleagues at the informal Council meeting at Villiers-le-Temple on 8-9 May.xciii  

Thatcher meanwhile, wrote to her fellow members of the European Council, and 

followed this up with telephone calls to Haughey and Spadolini (although in fact she 

ended up speaking to Colombo).xciv  And Pym accepted with alacrity an offer by the US 

Secretary of State to lobby key European states on the UK’s behalf.   On May 13, the 

Foreign Secretary told Haig that Britain ‘would be grateful for anything further he can 

do to encourage our EC partners to renew the embargo.  The situation is on a knife-edge 

in a number of capitals.  Although most would probably join a consensus if all others 



favor renewal, there is danger of a domino effect if a significant minority comes out 

against renewal.’xcv  Haig then wrote to each of the foreign ministers of the Ten and also 

met with Colombo in Luxembourg.xcvi  The Americans, though, were clearly sceptical 

about the efficacy of British efforts or indeed of their own intervention.  A 21 May 

memo to Haig, entitled ‘The UK – Alone’ predicted that the EC would fail to renew the 

sanctions when they expired the following week, and that Britain faced ‘estrangement 

from its EC allies’.xcvii 

 In the event, however, the EC support for Britain’s position did not 

crumble.xcviii  After three hours of sometimes heated discussions amongst EC foreign 

ministers on the margins of the NATO ministerial meeting in Luxembourg on 18 May, 

the Ten were able to agree that seven of Britain’s nine partners would renew the 

Community measures for a week, Denmark would use the interval to prepare national 

legislation to take the place of article 113 sanctions, and Italy and Ireland, while unable 

to renew the import ban, would maintain the arms embargo and take steps to ensure that 

no goods imported into their countries from Argentina found their way to other 

Community buyers.xcix  Seven days later, a Council meeting in Brussels agreed 

unanimously to extend the sanctions indefinitely ‘until the situation permitted [their] 

removal’, an outcome significantly better than the British had anticipated going into the 

talks.c  Ireland and Italy were exempted once more, but again it was agreed that steps 

would be taken under article 225 of the Treaty of Rome to ensure that they were not 

used as intermediaries by companies elsewhere in the EC seeking to import from 

Argentina.  The Belgian presidency also made a statement after the meeting strongly 

reaffirming EC solidarity with the UK.   Pym may have exaggerated somewhat in 

speaking to the press of  ‘almost increased backing’ in terms of the economic pressure 



applied, but EC had proved flexible enough to accommodate Italy and Ireland’s special 

positions and yet still maintain a forceful economic embargo towards Argentina.ci   

 Neither the position of Italy nor Ireland, furthermore, justified the 

language of ‘betrayal’ bandied about in some parts of the British press or the Sun’s call 

for a consumer boycott of Irish butter.cii  Indeed in many ways the debates within each 

country highlight how remarkable had been their original agreement to go along with 

EC sanctions.  In the Italian case, after all, applying sanctions against a country with 

such close ‘kith and kin’ ties was analogous to the British imposing sanctions on 

Australia or New Zealand at the behest of a Community partner – something unlikely to 

be easily accepted.  The Italians furthermore tried hard to ensure that their political 

support for Britain remained strong.  The Italian ambassador in Buenos Aires was for 

instance instructed in mid-May, after the sanctions decision, to tell Argentina that its 

behaviour placed the country on ‘the margins of the Western world.’ciii  And it is also 

instructive to compare Italy’s actions with those of Spain, the other West European 

country with deep blood and cultural links to Argentina, but one that was not yet a 

member of the EC.  For in the Spanish case, public opinion appears very strongly to 

have been pro-Argentine rather than pro-British, and the government line, while rather 

more cautious and measured, was nevertheless a lot less supportive of Britain’s actions 

than Italy.civ  Ireland too went initially much further than might have been expected for 

a country still wedded to foreign policy neutrality being asked strongly to back its 

former colonial overlord in a dispute that had strong colonial overtones.  The 

extraordinary outburst of British indignation at Ireland’s growing unease, which was not 

confined to the tabloids but crept into government too with at least one internal 

committee dubbing the Republic’s post-4 May stance ‘wicked or stupid’, therefore 

probably says more about the heightened level of emotions in London and a recurrent 



British tendency to take Ireland for granted than it does about any deep streak of perfidy 

in Dublin.cv  British annoyance about Ireland’s failure to consult before acting in the 

UN is also less justified than might at first appear.cvi  Both the Irish actions that most 

angered the British, namely the 4 May call for a new Security Council resolution on the 

Falklands and then, in early June, the decision to vote in favour of the Spanish and 

Panamanian resolution calling for an immediate ceasefire – a step which obliged the UK 

to employ its veto – were actions in the Security Council.  This matters because votes in 

the Security Council , in other words a type of behaviour that wereas specifically 

excluded from the normal realm of EC coordination in New York largely at the 

insistence of the two EC member states who were permanent Security Council 

members, France and Britain!cvii 

 Overall then it would be reasonable to claim that the EC provided a 

surprising degree of support and backing for the UK during the Falklands dispute.  The 

intensification of the conflict from early May onwards put severe pressure on the pro-

UK consensus within the EC, but contrary to British and US fears, sanctions were 

renewed and the level of political support for the UK position remained strong.  This 

outcome is particularly striking given the widespread assumption, especially in the 

literature about foreign policy coordination amongst EC/EU countries, that effective 

foreign policy unity was seldom if ever achieved prior to the 1990s and the introduction 

of a European Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) by the 1992 Maastricht 

Treaty.cviii  Instead this article would suggest that Schmidt was rather closer to the truth 

when he had observed somewhat wearily to Thatcher in March 1982, a month before 

the Falklands crisis had begun, that ‘the only value of the Economic Community at the 

moment lay in the political cooperation of Foreign Ministers – the rest was an empty 

shell.’cix  The Chancellor was exaggerating of course.  Important elements of economic 



integration continued to function, albeit less well than many had hoped.cx  But his words 

do act as a useful reminder that in the early 1980s, the most dysfunctional element of 

the integration process was the working of the core economic policies, whereas the 

process of enabling Europe to speak with a single voice on some foreign policy issues at 

least was regarded as something that functioned well.  The largely successful 

coordination of European positions over the crisis in the South Atlantic would provide a 

further, powerful confirmation of this imbalance. 

 In terms of its ultimate impact on the Falklands War, this notable 

exercise in European cooperation and coordination probably mattered relatively little.  

The fate of the islands would in the end be decided by feat of arms, rather than 

diplomatic or economic pressure, and it was hence the United States, with the 

significant logistical and intelligence help that it was able to provide, which would 

emerge as the UK’s most valuable ally.cxi  Of the European powers, only France and 

Germany were of any real  significance in a military conflict in the South Atlantic, and 

even then they mattered most for what they did not do – namely provide further arms to 

Argentina – rather than for the trade sanctions that they imposed.  Nevertheless, the 

psychological impact on Britain of being strongly politically supported by all of its 

major Western partners was highly significant, especially during the early phases of the 

conflict when the United States was seeking to mediate and was hence taking a much 

less clearly pro-British position.  The messages of thanks and appreciation sent by 

Thatcher and Pym to their European counterparts as victory became clear were hence 

both sincere and deserved – even if the Prime Minister slightly spoiled matters by 

failing to include Belgium in the list of most supportive states, despite the valuable role 

played by the holders of the EC presidency and by Leo Tindemans, the foreign minister, 

in particular.cxii 



 

The lack of a European Falklands factor 

What did not happen, by contrast, was any significant change in British attitudes 

towards the European Community.  In the early stages of the crisis, it had been widely 

predicted, that the prompt manner in which the nine had rallied to Britain’s side, would 

have a transformative effect on the way in which the UK regarded its European 

partners.  Bullard, for instance, had told his colleagues on 9 April, after thanking them 

for their backing, that ‘if the Falklands crisis had a happy end this could have a 

significant impact on attitudes to Europe in the UK.’cxiii  Likewise the first of Pym’s 

briefings on the crisis for EC ambassadors included the observation that ‘the 

Community’s action had been most helpful to perceptions of the Community in the 

UK.’cxiv  It was an expectation played upon by British pro-Europeans, several of whom 

used questions in parliament, to encourage ministers to underline how supportive 

‘Europe’ was being.  Sir Anthony Meyer for example persuaded Pym to promise to 

place the written statements supporting Britain issued by all of the Community member 

states in the House of Commons library.cxv  And it was a hope shared amongst Britain’s 

partners also.  As Taylor observed after one of his first meetings with Genscher about 

the Falklands, ‘Though he did not say so, the Germans clearly hope that this prompt and 

substantial political action by the Community will have a beneficial effect on attitudes 

towards the Community in Britain.’cxvi  And yet there is little evidence to suggest that 

any such transformation occurred.  Indeed, the early drafts of the retrospective paper 

written up by the Foreign Office on ‘The International Implications of the Falklands 

Crisis’ were critical of the Community’s role, comparing it unfavourably with both the 

US and the Commonwealth – although revealingly this triggered a wave of complaints 

from the department’s European specialists.cxvii  Also indicative of the non-arrival of 



any ‘Falklands Factor’ in British attitudes towards the EC, is the way in which a 1983 

article in International Affairs by Roy Jenkins designed to mark ten years of British 

membership, omitted EC support over the Falklands entirely from its list of benefits 

which the country had derived from the EC.cxviii  So why didn’t either the British public 

or the British political elite display any real and lasting gratitude to the EC for the 

support given? 

 The first element of an answer to this question is probably the depth of 

the divide within British politics on the European question.  Such pre-existing 

polarization on the issue meant that any individual’s assessment of how helpful EC 

partners had been was almost entirely skewed by the observer’s prior position on the 

question of Europe.  This became very obvious in the Commons debate of 26 May, 

where MPs reacted to both the European renewal of sanctions on Argentina and the 

1982 climax of the rows between Britain and its partners over agricultural spending and 

the UK’s contribution to the EC budget.cxix  The line-up of participants was itself 

eloquent.  Thus speaking in favour of the government motion, were, amongst others, 

Edward Heath, Roy Jenkins, Maurice Macmillan, Pym and Douglas Hurd; the 

opponents, by contrast, included Peter Shore, Eric Heffer, Douglas Jay, while frequent 

points of order were made by Teddy Taylor, Meyer, Nicholas Budgen and Tam Dalyell.  

But for the absence of Enoch Powell and Tony Benn, the debate could in other words 

have been one from the 1975 referendum campaign. And the substance of the comments 

made was as predictable as the roster of speakers.  For Heath, Jenkins or Hurd, 

Community support and assistance had been vital; for Heffer, Jay or Shore, plus a 

handful of Eurosceptic Tory backbenchers, it was a worthless sham.  With positions on 

each side of the debate so deeply entrenched, there was little scope for a dramatic 

transformation of the UK’s attitude. 



 A second contributory factor may well have been the genuine parting of 

the ways that occurred between Britain and its European allies over the aftermath of the 

crisis.  Even before fighting was over, it had become very clear that whereas the UK 

government in general, and Thatcher in particular, felt that so great had been the British 

effort and sacrifice to recapture the islands that there was no short or even medium term 

possibility of resuming negotiations with Argentina about the question of sovereignty, 

virtually all the other members of the Community believed that a diplomatic dialogue 

with Buenos Aires had quickly to resume.  This divergence of views was already 

evident during von Staden and Gutmann’s visit to London in early  June.cxx  It was at its 

clearest at a dinner that Bullard had with his fellow political directors on 14 June.cxxi  

And it was highlighted once more by Colombo’s letter to Pym written as soon as the 

Argentinian surrender had occurred.cxxii  This disagreement then fed through into the 

somewhat fractious discussions between Britain and its partners about how soon the 

different sanctions should be lifted.cxxiii  A crisis that had begun with the UK and the 

rest of the EC in impressive lockstep, ended by contrast with divisionsagreement all too 

apparent.  The fact that US administration had moved in the opposite direction, 

becoming more supportive as the crisis progressed may also have cast the Community’s 

stance in an unflattering light – although the Americans were as keen as Britain’s 

European allies to see the UK resume talks with Argentina.cxxiv 

 A third factor that soured the mood between London and its fellow 

Community capitals was the way in which EC support for the UK over the Falklands 

became entangled with the parallel discussions over Britain’s contribution to the EEC 

budget.  The row over how much money the UK paid into the Community budget long 

predated the Falklands War and would endure for several years afterwards.cxxv  It was 

also an affair that was already heading for an ill-tempered showdown between Britain 



and its partners before the Argentinian invasion occurred.cxxvi  But at a time when the 

UK was publicly asking its fellow EC members to accept significant economic pain in 

the name of Community solidarity, it is hardly surprising that some began to feel that 

the British needed to suspend their tactic of blocking the annual setting of agricultural 

prices within the EC – a step of crucial importance for thousands of farmers across 

Europe – until a satisfactory deal had been done on the budget.  Genscher advised as 

much when he met Pym in Brussels on April 20.cxxvii  Rather recklessly the British 

decided to press on.  This then led to a climatic meeting of the Agricultural Council in 

Brussels on 18 May, when Peter Walker, the Minister of Agriculture’s repeated 

attempts to invoke the Luxembourg Compromise in order to block the setting of 

agricultural prices were deemed invalid and overridden.cxxviii  The UK’s bluff had been 

called.  Sensibly both Britain and its partners realised that a major row was in nobody’s 

interests, and London swallowed its defeat over agricultural pricing and accepted a 

year-long budgetary deal less advantageous than it had hoped for, while the Community 

renewed its sanctions on Argentina indefinitely.cxxix  But the sense of mutual trust and 

solidarity had received a further blow.cxxx 

 Even more important, in the longer term, were the effects of victory in 

the South Atlantic on the self-confidence and national self-belief of Thatcher and her 

supporters.  Britain, it should be remembered, had turned to European Community 

membership because of a deep sense that its powers were declining and that it was no 

longer strong enough to act as a major international player alone.  The Cabinet debates 

of 1967 which had preceded the Labour application to join had included, for instance, 

the blunt observation that ‘joining the Community was essential if we were to avoid 

finding ourselves increasingly isolated and powerless in world affairs.’cxxxi The debate 

about British ‘decline’ that loomed so large in the discourse of both the 1960s and the 



1970s was inextricably bound up with the simultaneous turn to Europe.cxxxii  As would 

become clear from the triumphal tone adopted by Thatcher in the aftermath of victory in 

Falklands, however, the Prime Minister was convinced that by winning in the South 

Atlantic she and her country had taken a major step towards breaking this spiral of 

decline.  As she put to a crowd of the Tory faithful in a rally in Cheltenham in July 

1982: 

When we started out, there were the waverers and the fainthearts. The people 

who thought that Britain could no longer seize the initiative for herself.  The people 

who thought we could no longer do the great things which we once did. Those who 

believed that our decline was irreversible—that we could never again be what we were. 

There were those who would not admit it—even perhaps some here today—people who 

would have strenuously denied the suggestion but—in their heart of hearts—they too 

had their secret fears that it was true: that Britain was no longer the nation that had built 

an Empire and ruled a quarter of the world. Well they were wrong. The lesson of the 

Falklands is that Britain has not changed and that this nation still has those sterling 

qualities which shine through our history.cxxxiii 

 

In the medium term this change of mood was heavy with consequence for 

Conservative attitudes towards Europe.  Victory in the South Atlantic did not transform 

the debate about Europe overnight, needless to say.  The altered mood would need time 

to sink in, and it would need to be flanked by other Tory triumphs of the 1980s, like the 

1983 and 1987 election victories and the improvement in British economic 

performance, to fully have its effect.  But the domestic ‘Falklands factor’ – or the 

manner in which military success fed through into Conservative self-confidence and 

domestic political dominance – strongly contradicted any deep sense of gratitude or 



recognition of the assistance which Britain had received from its European partners.  

Instead the outcome of the war should be seen as a first, but still significant step, 

towards the emergence of a radically different self-perception of Britain and of its place 

in the world.  What space this transformation left for membership of an integrating 

Europe would be a question that would become central to British politics over the 

decades ahead.  
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